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Localization.

LIPN, University Paris 13

The dual notions of graded monads [3] and linear logic exponentials [4, 2] are emerging structures with both a potential
for powerful static analysis, and an extremely clean semantics. The examples in the literature, however, are often quite
simple and very similar. In order to analyze the expressive power of those gradation, a natural question is to ask what
are the gradation refining a given monad/exponential.
This question was partially treated by Breuvart and Pagani [1] in order to create models of graded exponential in a semiautomatic way, but the approach somehow lacked universality a theorem. In a very recent (unpublished) result, Breuvart
and Uustalu found a way to fully describe all possible gradations of a given monad under some specific assumptions.
This internship aims at performing the same study for the case of exponentials of linear logic, which is similar but
with several additional subtleties coming from the monoidality and the contraction.
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